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As you remember in module 2, we set up CrazyEgg to collect mouse tracking data 

from your website.

Now it is time to export the data and analyse it for hypothesis ideas.

In mouse tracking data analysis you have to look over the reports and make 

assumptions or come up with ideas for sets of data and what they might mean.

Are people clicking where they shouldn't be?

Click tracking can often highlight that people are trying to click on elements that are 

not in fact links, this can then be used to help update your design and ensure you 

are using design best practices.

You don’t want users spending time trying to click on elements that are not links.

In this click tracking report you can see visitors are trying to click on the three icons.
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Here is a screen shot of the page with and without the overlaid data.

The data suggests visitors think that the icons represent links whereas in fact they 

are simply images.

This would inform you a design change was needed.

Look at your reports and ask yourself:

Are people clicking where they should not be?

Now update your hypothesis spreadsheet with any insights and test ideas.

For example if you found icons on your site that were being clicked but were not 

links you would place this in the ‘Intuitive’ tab.

The ‘Identified Problem’ is:

The icons are perceived as clickable

The ‘Potential Solution’ could be to:

Remove the icons or design them so they do not appear as links

Mouse Tracking
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The ‘Test Hypothesis’ would be:

“By redesigning the icons, users will not try to click on them and mistake them as 

links, this will improve the clarity of the page and remove unnecessary distractions, 

in turn increasing the conversion rate for the page goal”

Are people clicking on the call to action to complete the core task for the page?

The confetti report in CrazyEgg is good to determine if people are clicking on your 

call to action. Is the visual hierarchy of the page correct? This means, do they know 

what elements to look at first and which elements to click first.

Looking at this report we can see people are clicking on the two main calls to action 

on the website homepage.

This tells us that people understand the path we want them to take down the sales 

funnel.

Look at your reports and ask yourself:

Are people clicking on the call to action to complete the core task for the page and 

move to the next step in the sales funnel?

Again, update your hypothesis spreadsheet with any test ideas. Mouse tracking 

insights and hypotheses generally fall into the ‘Intuitive’ tab on your spreadsheet.
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Are a lot of people clicking somewhere you didn’t expect?

The heatmap report can also sometimes suggest areas a lot of people are clicking 

that you did not expect.

In this report from we can see many people are clicking on Shipping Information’.
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This tells us the customer is perhaps unclear on some shipping details, this should 

be explored further.

When we cross referenced this with other data collection sources from their 

account we found that some of their customer surveys expressed the same prob-

lem.

People were unsure of the shipping delivery dates.

Single pieces of data can teach us problems and give us hypothesis input in con-

versions, but when we look for patterns and recurring problems across di�erent 

data sources we can learn big problems and make big conversion and profit 

changes!

Look at your reports and ask yourself:

Are people clicking where they should not?

Update your hypothesis spreadsheet with any test ideas

Add any test ideas from analysing your mouse tracking data should be added to 

your hypothesis spreadsheet.

Mouse tracking hypothesis generally fall into the ‘usable’ or ‘inutitive’ bucket/tab.
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